
Week 7 Video 4 Weight Loss #1 

When I help clients with weight loss, I see clients for a minimum of 5 to 10 sessions. 
Why? Because weight loss has two components that we have to address and the first 
component is over here, which is, the physical habit of eating. The second component is 
the underlying emotions. And to be honest, we’ve got the habits and the emotions. 

Now, most diets just work on the habits don’t they? Use a smaller plate, eat with your 
left hand, reduce calories, carbs, etc. When we deal with the habits, it will make a 
change won't it? Absolutely, it makes a change, but if we don’t deal with the habits and 
we ignore the emotions, those underlying reasons why that client is emotionally eating 
or overeating, then that person can lose weight but guess what? They're not going to be 
able to maintain that weight loss. And we’re different than a WeightWatchers or…I don’t 
know what else it is. I'm trying to come up with some other – Oh, Jenny Craig or things 
like that. But we do want to help specifically with the habits and with the emotions, and 
more important, the reason it takes 10 sessions is because, over a 3-month period of 
time, the client, each week, is going to be dealing with a new habit as well as finding 
new ways to react to those old memories and thoughts and the current memories and 
current thoughts that are causing them stress.  

I do not have a specific program that every single person fits into. In fact, every time I 
see a client, it’s different. It involves hypnosis. It involves self-hypnosis in a very big way. 
It involves changing habits and it involves finding new ways to handle these emotions 
but everybody is different. Everybody responds differently. Everybody has a whole 
different story and everybody has a different baggage. 

One of the things that I start with in the first session for weight loss is a pretty extensive 
interview. In fact, that interview can take almost up the entire hour, hour and a half of the 
session. I want to find out what’s going on. I also want to find out what the patterns are. 
Is the client only eating something at 4 o’clock every day or when everybody goes to 
bed, does the client eat a lot. What are the patterns? I also want to find out a little bit 
about the client’s history. What’s going on? What was her life like growing up? All these 
things are going to come out in that interview, they're going to share all this. And it kind 
of helps me get more and more information and the more information I have, I'm not 
making any decisions on what to do, I'm just finding out more about them. And as I find 
out more about them, it helps me to go in the directions that help them. 

I had a client recently who came in to see me because she gained 40 pounds and that 
was about 6 years ago and she has not been able to lose the 40 pounds. Well, 6 years 
ago, her dad and brother died within one week of each other, as she was telling me 
about her grief and her sadness and the situation, she was crying, and it was clear to 
me that, that grief and sadness was still a huge part of her and that she didn’t like this 
feeling and that she was distracting herself with food. So, forcing her and having her 
use her willpower to change her eating habits wasn’t working. She wasn’t able to do that 



for herself; So, I began working on this part first but also had her change a little habit 
each week. 
Now, when I ask clients to change their habits, it’s actually based on research. There’s a 
wonderful book called Mindless Eating by Brian Wansink, PhD. He is the head of food 
and brand labs at Cornell University where he has had the opportunity to do tons of 
studies with students and he wrote this amazing book and I read it like a novel. I think I 
read every chapter and went to the appendix and looked at the research studies and 
mindless eating is pretty much the same as emotional eating. 

Let me go back and share with you what’s the difference between emotional hunger and 
physical hunger, and many times the clients don’t even know this. It’s okay to share this 
with them. So physical hunger is that feeling that if you haven’t eaten for a while, it kind 
of starts in your stomach and it kind of grows kind of like a growly feeling and it’s here, 
it’s not up here. it is down here. Most people don’t even experience hunger that often 
because we have food available everywhere or almost everywhere at least every half 
mile. 

Emotional hunger is something a little different. Emotional hunger comes on really 
quickly, just like that and it’s not accompanied by this growling kind of a feeling. And so, 
emotional hunger would be on the subconscious level and here’s what emotional 
hunger look like for me. When I got divorced and I was single and I remember watching 
the Hallmark Channel, I watch the Hallmark Channel a lot. I loved watching really 
positive stories about women finding their true soul mate and getting married. I love that 
stuff – light, fluffy, all that. Usually in these movies, there was a time where the women 
was going and trying on wedding dressed and the whole shebang and I found myself – 
and this happened that I even actually noticed a pattern in myself – so here was this 
mother going with this woman to go buy this wedding dress and it was a wonderful 
experience. Well, when I went to get my wedding dress, my mother lived in another 
state and my mother has not been that involved in my life. She’s very involved in her 
own life but didn’t care too much about mine, at least I felt that way. And so, she never 
participated in the wedding in any way and basically said she didn’t want to. But I 
wanted her to be involved but that never happened, and so I kind of felt sad that I didn’t 
have that same kind of mom. 

And so, here I am watching this movie and by the third time I remember going, “Gosh, I 
want ice cream” and I go into a kitchen and get a big bowl of ice cream and I’d watch 
the rest of the movie and eat ice cream. I was actually distracting myself from my 
feelings, these feelings of sadness that I didn’t have the kind of mom I wanted to have 
and that she didn’t seem to care and I was really focused on eating the ice cream just 
because it felt good. I was never ever hungry but I noticed I did this every time I watch 
the Hallmark movies. But you know what’s interesting? It didn’t stop me from watching 
Hallmark movies. I kept on doing it because I had no idea that there was a connection 
between those feelings, the feelings I felt in my heart and emotional eating to distract 
myself. Now I know that. 



I don’t watch Hallmark movies anymore and I also dealt with this stuff with my mom and 
realized that she is who she is and that’s her and she does the best she can do and so I 
can see all this and no longer have those emotional triggers that happen. 

So, emotional hunger comes on like that, even if you're walking through the kitchen and 
go, “Ooh, that would be good to eat,” “that would taste good to eat.” Most people 
understand the difference between emotional hunger and physical hunger and yet there 
are some clients that I've had in the office who said, “Nope, I'm always hungry all the 
time.” Well, how can you tell? “Well, I feel it here.” Well, it turns out that most of these 
people who feel it here, feel everything here. When they feel bad, when they feel 
unloved, upset, scared, worried, anxious, they feel it here all the time and their body and 
mind don’t want to feel that, so they're going to go to eating. And so, if a client doesn’t 
feel it, we don’t have to say, “Yes. You have to notice that it’s emotional, not physical 
hunger.” No. You're just getting information from your client for that very first session. I 
also lay out the structure of the other 9 sessions that are going to happen after that and 
that structure again is habits and emotions. Some weeks we may just deal with habits, 
some weeks we may just deal with emotions, and some weeks both. But it goes hand in 
hand along with those 3 statements that help the client become more compassionate 
towards themselves.  

In the next video, I'm going to share with you some specific habits that you can help 
your client change. 
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